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Dear GIANO friends and colleagues,

Time is passing and the project is
quickly pacing towards an end. This fifth
edition (and second-to-last) of GIANO
newsletter summarises the events,
activities and progress of the project,
coordinated by Thales Alenia Space
Italia (Italy), supported by BIP
Consulting (Italy), Piktime System SP.
Zoo (Poland), Space Research Centre
PAS in Poznan (Poland) and Deimos
Engenharia S.A. (Portugal).

As COVID impacted the worldwide
community, the importance of syncing
networks is becoming crucial, in order
to create more performant
communication bridges and avoiding
wasting of bits and data.

So, now again, timing and
synchronisation accurate capabilities
enable a huge variety of benefits to the
society, giving relevance to our project.

In this edition of the Newsletter, we
present main GIANO project results
achieved during last few months,
comprehensive of further milestones
achievements and plan.

At last, a drill-down about time travelling
topic is presented in our unique section:
the 4th dimension.

Enjoy!
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News

As the project is coming to an end, GIANO Consortium has been thoroughly
involved in testing activities, following a detailed and rigorous planning.

Here below, the GIANO testing timeline is presented, outlining main activities.

Unit testing

Platform functional 

verification and 

integration test

Relative calibration and 

Benchmarking test

Performance test

Interference 

resilience test

Spoofing resilience 

and OS-NMA test

GIANO GNSSU and TDU units have been successfully tested
in TAS-I premises

Interface testing between GNSSU and TDU have been
performed, verifying functional requirements, absolute
calibration and receiver functional characterisation

Calibration tests and receiver benchmarking against high-
grade timing receiver have been successfully performed

Evaluation of time-transfer performance of two complete
GIANO platform, characterising the receiver
reproducibility, local and remote operations in a
metrological laboratory has been tested

Verification of receivers behaviour under
jamming/spoofing environmental conditions and testing of
OS-NMA functionalities have been performed

Receiver performance validation in an operational
metrological environment have been achieved, testing the
viability and effectiveness of GIANO timing and synch
capabilities
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IFCS-EFTF 2019

14-18 April 2019

Orlando, US
The Consortium presented GIANO 

Project poster

ITSF 2019

4-7 November 2019

Brighton, UK
Presentation of GIANO solution during 

"Next Generation GNSS & Time 

References " session

NavSpace 2019

18-19 June 2019

Rome, Italy
GIANO Project introduced during the 

Application Track Session 
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European Space Week

3-5 December 2019

Helsinki, Finland
The Consortium presented GIANO 

Project during E-GNSS user assembly  

session

ION PTTI 2020

21-24 January 2020

San Diego, US
The Consortium presented the project 

during “session P5b: Emergent Timing 

Infrastructure for GNSS Providers”

New Space Economy

10-12 December 2019

Rome, Italy
The Consortium set up  a dedicated 

booth, in which the GIANO project has 

been presented
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ION GNSS+ 2020

22-25 September 2020

Virtual
The Consortium presented the 

scientific paper titled: “Galileo-based 

Timing Receiver for Critical 

Infrastructures: The GIANO Project”

ION PTTI 2021

25-28 January 2021

Virtual
The Consortium presented the 

scientific paper titled: “Advancements 

in the GIANO Project: Galileo-based 

Timing Receiver for Increasing Critical 

Infrastructures Resilience

EU Space Week 2020

7-11 December 2020

Virtual
Presentation of GIANO Project
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4th Dimension

Time travel is not a science fiction
utopia, and the experts confirm it:
reaching the future is technologically
plausible, while the real problem is
returning to the past. The real problem
is going back to the past. And the
machine you need is not a DeLorean.

The subject of time travel is still topical,
having been widely discussed in the last
century by great minds from different
scientific and artistic worlds.

More than a century has passed since
Herbert George Wells wrote his famous
novel 'The Time Machine', and what
was originally intended to be nothing
more than a pretext for a critical
analysis of Victorian society has become
an obsession that has marked scientific
research in the years since. So far, no
one has managed to build a functioning
one, but according to several world-
renowned scientists, the goal may now
be within reach.

Nowadays, the discussions over the
topic is still ongoing. Professor Seth
Lloyd, professor of quantum mechanics
at MIT in Boston, for example, claims
that we travel through time on a daily
basis. To be precise, this is done for us
by the satellites that make up the GPS
system, whose integrated clocks run 38
milliseconds faster every day than their
terrestrial 'colleagues'.

This phenomenon is said to be a direct
consequence of Einstein's theory of
relativity and, in particular, of two of its
corollaries. In fact, the first corollary
states that the faster the relative
motion of a body, the slower it
perceives the passage of time. The
second one, instead, affirms that the
same effect is obtained the closer you
get to the centre of a large gravitational
mass, as in our case the Earth. These
same principles, suitably adapted, can
allow us to really travel through time,
and not just for a few moments.

And this idea of relativity has been
applied also to famous cinema movies,
such as “Planet of the Apes” and the TV
Series “Dark” and “Doctor Who”,
highlighting the influence of science
toward our world.
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4th Dimension

In fact, the crew on board the spaceship
travels through space for so long that by
the time it lands on our planet - spoiler
alert - centuries, perhaps millennia,
have passed, while in their eyes only a
few years have passed. This is in fact a
technologically feasible route, because
it is 'enough' to invest staggering
amounts of money in the development
of supersonic rockets with almost
unlimited flight range.

We could achieve the same result by
placing ourselves inside a centrifuge
rotating at the speed of light, because it
is not the distance travelled that counts,
but the overall momentum. Obviously,
no living thing could survive in those
conditions, but it is worth a try.
Similarly, if we landed on a pulsar, we
could exploit the very high mass density
of this type of star, but again we would
be doomed to certain death.

All these ways of travelling through time
have one detail in common, which is by
no means negligible: they are both
unidirectional and only lead into the
future. On paper, it would still be
possible to travel into the past. In order
to do so, some people are thinking of
passing through a black hole, others are

trying to exceed the speed of light and
others are studying the mysterious
Einstein-Rosen bridges. These are only
hypotheses - at least for now - and have
not yet led to any noteworthy results.

In the meantime, there are even those
who are concerned with studying the
possible unintended consequences of
such travel for mankind. Lloyd himself
wanted to test the validity of the so-
called 'grandfather paradox' - if a man
were to travel into the past and
eliminate one of his ancestors before he
could conceive a child, he would
compromise his own existence - by
studying photons. The results showed
that, as always, nature tends to protect
itself and, thus, it becomes impossible
to change what has already happened.
Moral of the story, you can do what you
like with your time, but you have to take
care of your grandparents.

Time is the most valuable thing a man can spend.

Theophrastus



Thales Alenia Space in Italy (TAS-I) is the Italian
division of Europe’s largest satellite manufacturer, it
operates in the security, aerospace, transportation,
defence and space markets. TAS-I is the leader
company of the project, being responsible of its
development in each phase

Prime Contractor

Consortium Members
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PIKTime Systems is a Polish company specialised in
precise timing applications and time-based products
& services. Piktime will design the timing distrubtion
module of GIANO, providing accurate time
synchronization on the selected interfaces phase

Consortium Partner

Space Research Center of the Polish Academy of
Science (SRC PAS) is an interdisciplinary research
institute, participating in space research and
development of space equipment. SRC will
contribute to testing and validation phases of the
platform prototype, evaluating the time transfer
receiver performance with live signals

Consortium Partner

BIP is a global level business consulting partner with
more than 3.300 employees over 12 countries, with an
extensive track record in thorough economic
evaluations in the global Aviation, ATM and Space
domains, thus able to build sound business plans and
viable dissemination activities

Consortium Partner

DEIMOS is a lead engineering and space system
provider in Europe. Deimos will be responsible for
design and implementation of Galileo authentication
algorithms and will support the architecture
definition phase

Consortium Partner
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/giano-project/

https://twitter.com/ProjectGiano

http://gianoproject.eu/
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